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The morphology and growth kinetics of discontinuous precipitation (DP) and discontinuous dissolution
(DD) in an Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-1.0Si-0.92C alloy are investigated. The results indicate that the solid-
solution-treated austenite phase decomposes into lamellar DP after aging at temperatures ranging
from 900 to 1050 K. After the specimens of a preaged DP structure go through further aging at
temperatures ranging from 1118 to 1173 K, the lamellar DP falls into dissolution because of the DD
reaction. The lamellar spacings of the DP structure, as well as the reaction-front migration rates during
DP and DD reactions, are measured. Based on Aaronson and Liu’s simplified kinetics model, the
grain-boundary diffusivities are estimated. They are found to be slightly lower than the grain-boundary
diffusion data of Mn in Fe and Fe in Fe as reported by Aaronson and Liu.

I. INTRODUCTION were transformed into incoherent coarse particles of the k
phase (Fe, Mn)3AlCx .DISCONTINUOUS precipitation (DP) is a solid-state

At higher temperatures ranging from 1023 to 1123 K andreaction in which an initially homogeneous, supersaturated
already in the initial stage of decomposition, the k phase (Fe,solid solution is decomposed into a lamellar two-phase micro-
Mn)3AlCx precipitated preferentially at grain boundaries. Asstructure in the region behind the migrating reaction front.[1,2]

the aging time increased, the DP formed at grain boundariesThis reaction starts preferentially at a large-angle grain bound-
was (a 1 k ) phases in the absence of the b -Mn phase.ary. By heating the alloy after partial decomposition through
Similar structural changes were noted by Storchak andDP to near or above the solvus temperature, the lamellar DP
Drachinskaya[10] in an FeAlMn single-crystal specimen withwill dissolve under a discontinuous dissolution (DD) reaction,
the same composition as the polycrystalline alloy employedwhile the reaction front between the DP and the matrix will
by Krivonogov et al. The existence of a b -Mn phase inmigrate backwards as well.[2,3,4] Owing to merits, such as
FeAlMn alloys after prolonged aging at lower temperatureshigh strength, high corrosion and oxidation resistance, and low
(e.g., 823 K) has also been investigated by Sato et al.,[11] Duhcost, the FeAlMn alloy has been considered as a promising
et al.,[12] and Hwang et al.[13] However, Chao and Han[14,15]

substitute alloy for the more expensive austenite stainless
indicated that the b -Mn phase coexisted with the DP (a 1steels.[5] In order to attain optimal alloy design of the FeAlMn
k ) on grain boundaries in the rapidly solidified FeAlMnsystem, it is necessary to understand its phase transformations
alloys. For a conventionally prepared, cold-rolled, and subse-under various aging processes.[6,7] Related investigations have
quently austenitized Fe-8.8Al-31.5Mn-1.36C alloy, no b -been extensively conducted; among which, the grain-bound-
Mn phase was found even after prolonged aging at 823 Kary precipitation in this alloy system has been most exhaus-
for 317 hours. In the other works of Chao et al. about thetively studied.[4–14] In a fully austenitized Fe-9Al-9.5Mn-
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) observations of0.96C-6.77Ni, James found a DP of (ferrite 1 carbide) phases
grain-boundary precipitation in FeAlMn alloys,[16–19] theyafter aging at 873 K.[8] The precipitated carbide was a mixed
also reported that the b -Mn phase did not coexist withcompound, (FeMn)3AlC, with a cubic structure.
the k phase on grain boundaries. The authors offered anThe result was confirmed by Krivonogov et al. in a study
explanation by suggesting that the precipitation of the kof the Fe-9Al-29Mn-0.9C alloy,[9] which showed that the
phase with a very high Mn content (46.5 pct) inhibited thequenching austenite of this alloy would decompose at tem-
presence of the Mn-rich b -Mn phase.[18,19] Via selected areaperatures below 1023 K, first, into a coherent metastable
diffraction in the TEM, Chao et al. further revealed that thecontinuous precipitation (k 8 phase Fe3AlC0.66), which pos-
DP of FeAlMn alloys consisted of a k phase and an orderedsessed an ordered fcc-perovskite-type structure, and was
DO3 phase rather than the (a 1 k ) phases, as reported inoriented in the ^100& crystallographic direction. After pro-
some earlier works.[8–15]

longed aging, a DP of a (ferrite) 1 b -Mn 1 k occurred at
In contrast to many efforts exerted over phase identifica-the austenite grain boundaries. The k phase was identified

tions of the grain-boundary precipitation in FeAlMn alloys,as a coarse (Fe, Mn)3AlCx carbide. The initially formed k 8
the morphology of such discontinuous precipitates hasprecipitates grew simultaneously in the austenite grains and
scarcely been discussed. In particular, the growth kinetics
of DP in this alloy has never been studied. Furthermore, the
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In this study, the morphology of DP and DD reactions of
the Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-1.0Si-0.92C alloy is observed through
optical microscopy (OM) and scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The growth velocities and the lamellar spacings of
the discontinuous precipitates in this alloy are also measured
in the temperature range from 900 to 1050 K. Because of
the complexity of alloy components, most kinetics mod-
els[20–26] of DP and DD are inapplicable. The results are,
thus, analyzed by applying the simplified Aaronson and Liu
theory.[27] In addition, the backward migration rates of the
reaction front accompanying the DD reaction of this alloy
have been ascertained in the temperature range between
1118 and 1173 K, and a kinetics analysis similar to that of
the DP reaction has been performed.

(a)

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The alloy, Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-1.0Si-0.92C (wt pct), was pre-
pared from electrolytic iron (2N), electrolytic manganese
(3N), aluminum (4N), high purity silicon, and carbon under
air-induction melting. Homogenized at 1473 K for 12 hours,
the ingot was then hot forged to a 25-mm-thick slab and cut
into 10 3 10 3 3 mm specimens. Afterwards, the specimens
were encapsulated in quartz tubes (1.3 3 1021 Pa) under
vacuum, solution heat-treated at 1273 K for 8 hours, while
the water-quenched condition was a complete austenite
phase with a grain size of about 240 mm. The as-quenched
samples to be used for DP studies were sealed in vacuum
glass tubes and aged in furnaces maintained within 61 K.

The aging temperatures for the DP reaction ranged from
(b)900 to 1050 K. Two sets of samples to be used for DD

studies were first encapsulated in glass and preaged at 908
K for 271 hours and at 983 K for 10 hours to yield DP
seams with lamellar spacings of 0.42 and 0.96 mm, respec-
tively. These samples were subsequently removed from the
capsules, and, owing to the rapidity of the DD reaction,
dissolution heat treatments in the temperature range between
1118 and 1173 K had to be conducted in a lead bath. In
order to avoid reaction with the molten lead, the samples
were wrapped in tantalum foil.

Metallographic preparations were conducted by grinding
and polishing with 0.05-mm Al2O3 and etching with 10 pct
nitric acid in a methanol solution for 10 to 13 seconds.
The morphology of the DP and DD reactions was observed
through OM and SEM.

The growth rates for cells of DP reactions at various
(c)temperatures were obtained from the slopes of graphs of the

true-cell width vs aging time. The true-cell width was taken Fig. 1—Morphology of discontinuous precipitation in an Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-
to be p /4 times the average cell width,[28] which was obtained 1.0Si-0.92C alloy after aging at 983 K for various times: (a) 10 h, (b) 10

h, and (c) 72 h.by measuring the distance from the start of a cell to its
leading edge. Fifty such measurements were made for each
aged specimen. The reaction-front velocity for DD was

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONdetermined from measurements of the average “ghost”
image width associated with the retreating DP reaction front After solution treatment at 1273 K, the as-quenched Fe-
as a function of aging time. Fifty widths were measured for 8.5Al-27Mn-1.0Si-0.92C specimens showed a fully austeni-
each aging temperature and time, and p /4 times the average tized phase. Having aged at the temperatures between 900
was then again set as the true ghost-image width similar to and 1050 K, the austenite phase decomposed into lamellar
the case of DP reaction. The precipitate lamellar spacing for precipitates at the grain boundaries, as shown in Figures 1
the DP reaction was measured by SEM, and the average of and 2. Along with the growth of lamellar precipitates, their

reaction fronts migrated into the austenite matrix. After agingat least 20 experimental values was calculated.
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(a)

Fig. 3—Lamellar spacings for discontinuous precipitation in an Fe-8.5Al-
27Mn-1.0Si-0.92C alloy as related to aging temperatures.

dissolution velocity. For the lamellar DP formed after pre-
aging at 983 K for 72 hours, with which coarse grain precipi-
tates coexisted, the DD reaction resulted in a more
homogeneous austenite matrix without the appearance of a
ghost image behind the backward-migrating reaction front
(Figure 4(c)). In contrast to the DD of lamellar DP, Figure
4(c) also showed that the coarse precipitates in austenite
grains were preserved, which could be attributed to the much

(b) slower dissolution rate of grain precipitates through volume
diffusion. After further comparison of the ghost-imageFig. 2—Morphology of discontinuous precipitation in an Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-
widths in Figures 4 and 5, it was obvious that the finer1.0Si-0.92C alloy after aging at 908 K for various times: (a) 20 h and (b)

271 h. lamellar DP, formed after preaging at 983 K, dissolved much
quicker than the coarser lamellar DP preaged at 983 K.
However, the threshold temperature required for initiating
the DD reaction, in the cases of both finer and coarser

at 983 K for 72 hours, coarse continuous precipitates lamellar DPs, was situated in the whereabouts of 1118 K.
The migration distance of the reaction front during DPappeared with a Widmannstätten structure in the austenite

transformations, at temperatures between 900 and 1050 Kmatrix, as shown in Figure 1(c), resulting in the inhibition
for the aging time below 10 hours, is given in Figure 6. Inof the reaction-front migration and the coarsening of the
the interim of the aging process, the influence of coarselamellar DP near the reaction front (Figure 1(d)). On the
grain precipitates upon the DP reaction was believed to beother hand, the aging treatment at 908 K, even after 271
negligible, as evidenced by the linear relationship of thehours, did not cause the formation of any coarse precipitates
curves in Figure 6. In order to determinate the backward-in the austenite matrix (Figure 2(b)). In this case, the growth
migration distance of the reaction front during the DD trans-of lamellar DP had not been interrupted. From Figures 1
formations at various temperatures ranging from 1118 toand 2, it could also be seen that most of the lamellar DP
1173 K, the ghost-image widths were measured, as shownwas parallel. The lamellar spacings, as measured in Figure
in Figures 7 and 8, for DD specimens preaged at 908 (DD1)3, decreased with the decline of aging temperatures.
and 983 K (DD2), respectively. The notations on each curveAfter further heating of the specimens, which had been also revealed a good linear relationship. The slopes of all

partially decomposed by DP, to a temperature above 1118 the curves in Figures 6, 7, and 8 each evinced the reaction-
K, the lamellar DP was found to dissolve through a DD front migration velocities for DP, DD1, and DD2 reactions
reaction, as the reaction front in between the DP and the in the present Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-1.0Si-0.92C alloy, which were
austenite matrix migrated backwards, leaving behind an presented in Figure 9 as Arrhenius plots. As the migration
apparently inhomogeneous austenite phase (Figures 4 and rates of reaction fronts for the DD1 and DD2 reactions were
5). Because the redistribution of magnese and silicon atoms placed in comparison, the finer lamellar DP formed at 908
behind the rapidly retrogressing reaction front was incom- K (DD1) was shown to dissolve about one order of magnitude
plete, a ghost image of the former lamellar structure appeared quicker than the coarser lamellar DP formed at 983 K (DD2).
after etching. Such metallographic ghost images have been The result could be attributed to the shorter diffusion path
observed in many other alloy systems exhibiting DD,[2,3,4] for the DD1 reaction of the finer lamellar DP preaged at a

lower temperature.providing good markings for the exact measurement of the
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(a)(a)

(b) (b)

Fig. 5—Morphology of discontinuous dissolution in an Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-
1.0Si-0.92C alloy after pre-DP aging at 908 K for 271 h, and further DD
treatments at 1118 K for 180 s.

(c)

Fig. 4—Morphology of discontinuous dissolution in an Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-
1.0Si-0.92C alloy after pre-DP aging at 983 K, and further DD treatments
at various temperatures: (a) DP: 983 K, 10 h, and DD: 1118 K, 180 s; (b)
DP: 983 K, 10 h, and DD: 1173 K, 60 s; (c) DP: 983 K, 72 h, and DD:
1118 K, 180 s.

In order to evaluate the influence of volume diffusion on
the velocities of DP, DD1, and DD2 reactions in this study,
the effective diffusion times, teff, as required to deplete the
lamellar DP of excess magnese atoms through volume diffu-
sion to the k lamellae, were calculated by applying the

Fig. 6—Migration distance of the reaction front during the DP reaction atrelationship teff 5 (l 2/4Dv), where l represented the lamellar various temperatures as related to aging time.
spacings for the various reactions, and Dv indicated the vol-
ume diffusivities of magnese in the alloy. From other studies,
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Fig. 7—Measurements of the ghost-image widths indicating the backward
migration distance of the reaction front, during the DD1 reaction of the DP
preformed at 908 K.

Fig. 9—Arrhenius plots of the reaction front migration rates during the
DP, DD1, and DD2 reactions in an Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-1.0Si-0.92C alloy.

Table I. Estimation of Effective Diffusion Times teff from
the Diffusion Data Provided by Hänsel et al.[32] in the

Corresponding Temperature Range of DP, DD1, and DD2,
as Adopted by This Study

Reaction T (K) V (m ? s21) l (mm) teff (s)

DP 900 1.23 3 10219 0.39 1.18 3 105

. . . .
1050 8.52 3 10217 1.72 8.68 3 103

DD1 1118 6.51 3 10216 0.42 6.77 3 101

. . . .
1173 2.84 3 10215 0.42 1.55 3 101

DD2 1118 6.51 3 10216 0.95 3.46 3 102

. . . .
1173 2.84 3 10215 0.95 7.93 3 101

around 3.27 3 103 s (0.9 hours), thus implying that the
volume diffusion had an effect on the velocity of DP. After
further employment of the volume diffusivities of 59Fe in
Fe as reported by Hänsel et al.,[32] the effective diffusionFig. 8—Measurements of the ghost-image widths during the DD2 reaction

of the DP preaged at 983 K. times for the corresponding reactions were calculated and
listed in Table I, as an approximate evaluation of the volume-
diffusion effect on the kinetics of DP, DD1, and DD2 reac-
tions. It could be seen that the volume diffusion did indeedonly two values of Dv could be found, given by Lübbehus-

sen[29] and Geise and Herzig[30] for the radiotracer measure- have an influence on the way the DP, DD1, and DD2 reactions
would proceed from the early stages on. The result impliedment of 54Mn in a -Fe at 993 K and by Larsson[31] for the

electron probe microanalyzer measurement of Mn in g - that migration velocities of the reaction front during DP,
DD1, and DD2 measured in this study should be somewhatFe at 1373 K. This present study adopted Lübbehussen’s

value,[29] and the effective volume-diffusion time related to lower than the actual values.
For the analysis of the growth kinetics of DP and DD,the DP reaction at 993 K could thereby be estimated at
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Table II. Activation Energies Qb Pre-Exponential Factor
(sdDb) for the Grain Boundary Diffusion during the DP,

DD1, and DD2 Reactions in an Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-1.0Si-0.92C
Alloy; the Values Determined by Hänsel et al.[32] for 59Fe

in Fe Are Also Listed Here for Comparison

Temperature sdDb Qb

Systems Range (K) (m3 ? s21) (kJ/mole)

Fe-Mn-Al-Si-C
(DP) 900 to 1050 2.61 3 10211 218
Fe-Mn-Al-Si-C
(DD1) 1118 to 1173 4.06 3 10212 196
Fe-Mn-Al-Si-C
(DD2) 1118 to 1173 2.99 3 10212 196
Fe/Fe 873 to 1083 1.74 3 10216 91

range. These data were also given in Figure 10 for compari-
son, which indicated that the grain-boundary diffusivities
estimated from the kinetics analysis of DP, DD1, and DD2

reactions in the present Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-1.0Si-0.92C alloy
were slightly lower than the measured grain-boundary diffu-
sivities of Mn in Fe[29,30,33] and Fe in Fe.[32,33] This discrep-
ancy might be traced to the omission of composition terms
in the simplified theory of Aaronson and Liu [q.v., Eq. [2]]
and the influence of volume diffusion on the reactions as

Fig. 10—Arrhenius plots of the grain boundary diffusivities estimated from well. Also, the mutual effects of various diffusing elements inthe kinetics analysis of DP, DD1, and DD2 reactions in an Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-
this alloy and their influence on the reaction-front migration1.0Si-0.92C alloy. A simplified model of Aaronson and Liu[27] is used here.

Grain-boundary diffusion data for Mn in Fe[29] and Fe in Fe,[32,33] as reported should be held responsible for the discrepancy. In the work
in the literature are shown here for comparison. of Herzig et al.,[33] the Arrhenius plot of the grain-boundary

diffusivity for Fe in Fe was found to be inflected at the
Curie temperature because of the magnetic transition, which,

many theoretical models have been proposed[20–27] and gen- nevertheless, was not reflected in the estimated grain-bound-
erally expressed as ary diffusion data for the DP and DD reactions in this cur-

rent study.sdDb 5 A ? Vl 2 [1]
From the Arrrhenius plots in Figure 10, the pre-exponen-

where V is the velocity of the reaction front, Db is the tial factor, (sdDb)0, and activation energy, Qb , for DP, DD1,
chemical diffusivity in the reaction front, d is its thickness, s and DD2 could be calculated, as demonstrated in Table II.
is the segregation factor,[34] and A is the variable for different For reference, the pre-exponential factor and activation
models. In most cases, A is a function of the compositions energy for the grain-boundary diffusion of Fe in Fe, as
of phases related to the reaction. Because the alloy in the reported by Hänsel et al.,[32] were also listed in the table. It
current study contained multielements, most kinetics mod- was evident that the activation energies for DP, DD1, and
els[20–26] were inapplicable because of the difficulty in DD2 were quite similar, which implied that the atom diffu-
determining the A value. To solve this problem, a simplified sion characteristics during these grain-boundary reactions
model of Aaronson and Liu,[27] in which the composition were similar, too. However, they were obviously higher than
terms were neglected, was employed here for an approximate the activation energy for the grain-boundary diffusion of Fe
estimation of the growth kinetics. According to the theory in Fe.[32] The relatively high activation energies for grain-
of Aaronson and Liu, the boundary diffusivity was directly boundary diffusion during the DP and DD reactions, in the
related to the reaction-front velocity and the lamellar spac- case of the alloy under study, might be attributed to the
ing, shown as follows: retardation of diffusion along the boundary when enriched

with the dissolved component in strongly segregating sys-sdDb 5 0.25Vl 2 [2]
tems, such as Fe-Mn[35] and Fe-Si.[36] The augmentation of

Because at least two elements, magnese and silicon, simul- the diffusion-retarding effect was proportional to the increase
taneously diffused along the reaction front during the reac- of the segregation tendency, as the segregation tendency
tions, an effective boundary diffusivity was calculated. The would increase at the decrease of the temperatures. Because
values were plotted out in an Arrhenius diagram, as shown the activation energy represented only the temperature
in Figure 10. It was noticeable that the curves of boundary dependency of the grain-boundary diffusivities, the decrease
diffusivities for DD reactions (DD1 and DD2) appeared to of boundary diffusivity at the fall of temperatures led to a
be extensions of the boundary diffusivity curves for DP. steeper Arrhenius plot and, thus, a higher activation energy.

As some articles[29,30,33] mentioned, Lübbenhusen had
measured the grain-boundary diffusivity of 54Mn in a -Fe at

IV. CONCLUSIONS993 K. And certain researchers in the field, such as Hänsel
et al.[32] and Herzig et al.,[33] had reported on the grain- The austenitized Fe-8.5Al-27Mn-1.0Si-0.92C alloy was

decomposed through DP into lamellar precipitates on theboundary diffusivities of Fe in Fe over a wide temperature
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